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Abstract 
The author studied recently certain canonical bases for irreducible representations of quantum 
linear groups [5, 81. The basic ingredients in the present work are the Kazhdan-Lusztig bases 
and cells for Hecke and q-Schur algebras [14, 41. It has been proved that these canonical bases 
agree with Lusztig’s canonical bases in the case of type A (see [8, 4.61). Compared to Lusztig’s 
definition of canonical bases, our construction in this case is more elementary and explicit in 
nature. This can also be seen from the link [8] of the canonical bases with Dipper-James’ semi- 
standard bases. Their relation is just like the relation between the ‘T’ basis and the ‘C’ basis for 
a Hecke algebra. Such a relation or such a pair of bases has been referred to as an IC relation 
or IC related bases in [6, 71. 
IC related bases for the coordinate algebra of a quantum matrix semi-group have been intro- 
duced in [5] (see also [7]), where the basis of “standard” monomials is the analogous T-basis 
while the IC basis B is the union of the dual Kazhdan-Lusztig bases for q-Schur algebras. 
This paper considers a similar problem corresponding to the coordinate algebra of a quantum 
linear group. We shall construct a basis fi for such a coordinate algebra via the IC basis B 
for the quantum matrix semi-group with the property that it gives rise to the canonical bases 
of irreducible corepresentations. If this is the analogue of the ‘C’ basis for a Hecke algebra, 
what is the analogous basis corresponding to the ‘T’ basis? We shall show that an analogous 
basis may be defined via Dipper-Donkin’s basis given in [2, (4.3.4)]. In fact, the basis fi and 
Dipper-Donkin’s basis are quasi-IC related, that is, the transition matrices between them are 
the so-called quasi-pomatrices in the sense of [6, 1.21. Thus the theory in [6, 2.21 allows us to 
introduce a new basis T for the coordinate algebra of quantum linear groups such that fi and 
T are IC related. Taking the images of B and T, we shall obtain two bases Bo and To for the 
coordinate algebra of the quantum special linear group and prove that they are IC related too. 
A second observation of the paper is that our basis fi is nothing but the dual basis of & 
the canonical basis of the modified quantized enveloping algebra 0 introduced in [ 16, 171. This 
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is quite natural owing to the coincidence of the canonical bases for irreducible representations. 
Thus, we actually obtain a new (and dual) description for & in the case of type A. 
1991 Muth. Subj. Class.: Primary 17B37, 16W30; Secondary 20G05, 15A99. 
1. Some bases for quantum CL, and SL, 
1.1. Let G4 = GL,, (resp. S, = SL,,) be the standard quantum linear (resp. special 
linear) group in the sense of, e.g., [18]. Thus, its coordinate algebra &[Gq] (resp. 
d[S,]) over the Laurent polynomial ring d = Z[t, t-l] with t2 = q is the localization 
of the &-algebra JX$(~) at the quantum derterminant D, (resp. the quotient algebra 
sclq(n)/(Dq - 1) by the ideal generated by Dq - l), where s(e,(n) is defined by n* 
generators X, (1 < i, j < n) satisfying certain quadratic relations (see [ 18, (3Sa)]. 
Both algebras are Hopf algebras. We use the same notation A, E as their coalgebra 
structure maps. 
Let M(n) be the set of n x n matrices with non-negative integer entries, and let 
CJ : M(n) + 221, be the map by taking the sum of entries. Then M(n,r) = a-‘(r) is 
the set of matrices (aij) in M(n) with xi j aij = r. The algebra &(lt) has a standard 
basis {XA;A E M(n)} ( see [ 18, Ch. 31) consisting of monomials: 
_I& = _p”_p2 . . ._yann 
11 12 nn , where A = (aij ), 
and is a Z>s-graded algebra: &(n) = Cr,s &&n,r) where .~$(n, r) is spanned by 
all & with A E M(n,r). Each ~Z~(n,r) is a finite-dimensional coalgebra and its dual 
algebra, denoted Yq(n,r), is called the q-Schur algebra of degree (n,r). 
In [5, Section 21, a canonical (or IC) basis for s2e,(n), obtained by dualizing the 
Kazhdan-Lusztig bases for q-Schur algebras (see [4, Section 21) and denoted by 
B = {ZA; A E M(n)}, 
is introduced with many remarkable properties. For example, it can be used to produce 
canonical bases for irreducible comodules, which has been proved in [8] to agree 
with Lusztig’s canonical bases in the case of type A. The following is another useful 
property. 
Let M(n)0 = {(a~) E M(n),aii = 0 for some i} and let Bo = {ZA;A E M(n)o}. 
1.2. Lemma (Du [9, Section 51). (a) For any A E M(n)o and I L: 0, we have ZA+lI, = 
Z*Dfi, where I,, is the identity matrix. 
(b) The image ho of BO in &[S,] forms a basis for &‘[S,]. 
This result gives actually a basis for quantum GL,. 
Let A?(n) be the set of n x 12 matrices with integer entries such that the entries 
off diagonal are > 0. For any A E A?(n), there is a unique integer I such that 
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A + 21, E M(n)o. This gives a map A H A0 = A + ZZ, from A?(n) to M(n)o. We 
now define for any A E a(n) with A0 = A + lI,,, Z, = ZA~D;‘, and put 
R = {ZA;A E a(n)}. 
Note that the multiplication by D, stabilizes R. 
1.3. Lemma. The set fi forms a basis for &[Gq]. 
Proof. By 1.2(a), we see that the set 
{.&D; 1 A E M(n)o,O 5 I E Z} 
forms a basis for &Jn). Localizing at D,, we now obtain the result immediately. 0 
1.4. Remark. We remark that the basis R satisfies the following property: 
If M is an irreducible comodule for A[G,] over the quotient field A = Q(t) of d 
with the comodule structure map 
7~ :M+M@A[G,] 
and the maximal vector v (i.e., a vector with highest weight), then the non-zero 
elements mA satisfying 
z(v) = c mA @zA 
A&(n) 
form the canonical basis of M (see [5, Theorem 0.41). 
1.5. In [7, 1.11, the notion of IC bases is introduced for an arbitrary free &-module 
M equipped with a Z-linear involutive map - 
- 
: M + M such that am = iini (a E de, 
m E M), where a H a is the fixed Z-linear involution on & such that ? = tr’. By the 
definition, if {mi}iEl is a basis for M and 9 G CiEI Z[t-‘]mj is a Z[t-‘I-submodule 
of M where ml = trImi for some fixed ri E Z, we say that {ci} is the IC basis of 
M with respect to ({mi},-,Y) if {ci} is the unique basis of dp such that Cj = ci 
and x(ci) = n(rn:) where 7c : 9 -+ Y/t-‘9 is the canonical projection. The basis 
{mi} is usually called a standard basis of M. Two bases of M which are related in 
this way are called the IC related bases of M. It is proved that if the standard basis 
is partially ordered and satisfies certain properties relative to the involution (see [15, 
7.101 [7, 1.2]), the IC basis does exist. 
The existence of IC bases has also been studied from a matrix point of view in [6] 
where the various properties on the standard basis, the involution and the partial order 
which guarantee the existence of the IC basis are interpreted in terms of the various 
pomatrices. Thus, if the relevant pomatrices are given then the IC related bases can 
be constructed accordingly. 
We are now going to prove that the bases R and RO are IC bases in the sense 
above. Our discussion in Section 2 will follow the idea given in [6] and is motivated 
by Dipper-Dot&in’s work [2, (4.3.4)]. 
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2. Relation with Dipper-Donkin’s bases 
2.1. Let Z(n,r) be the set of r-tuples (ir,. . . ,i,) with ij E [l,n] := { 1,. . . ,n} and let 
Z*(n, r) be the Cartesian product Z(n,r) x Z(n,r). We order Z(n, r) lexicographically; 
that is, we define (ir ,..., ir) < ur,..., j,) if ir =jr ,..., i&l = j&r, and ik < jk for 
some k E [l,r]. This order induces a linear order on Z’(n,r): (Z,J) < (Z’,J’) if Z < I’ 
orifZ=Z’,J<J’.Wedefine,forZ=(ir,...,i,.)andJ=(jr , . . . Jr), an element of 
&t&r): XI_l = &,j, . . .X&,. 
For each A = (ajj) E M(n,r), there is a unique (ZA,JA) E Z*(n,r) such that & = 
XI”J,. More precisely, if we let 
rO(A)= C Qlj,..., and CO(A)= C ajl,..., 
j i 
and let, for an n-tuple 1 = (Al,. . . , A,,) with non-negative integer entries, 
z, = (l)...) 1,2 ))...) 2 ,...) It )...) n) (2.la) 
where j appears &-times, (A is usually called a composition of the number ]I/ = C A,.) 
then IA = Zro(~) and JA = (Zr,, . . . , Zrn ) where rj is the j-th row of A. Thus, the set M(n, r) 
is identified as the subset {(IA, JA) 1 A E M(n,r)} of Z*(n,r) and is equipped with the 
linear order 5 induced by the order on Z*(n,r). We note that, with the action (i.e., the 
place permutation) of the symmetric group 6, on Z(n, r) (hence on Z*(n, r)), (IA, JA) 
is the smallest element in the ‘&orbit {(ZAW, JAW); w E 6,). 
On the other hand, one notices that JA = Ico( for some w E 6,. Thus, A deter- 
mines uniquely a double coset of 6, for the Young subgroups corresponding to ro(A) 
and co(A) which contains w. Let WA be the shortest element in this double coset. 
We now defme the “BruhatChevalley order” on M(n,r): A 5 B if ro(A) = ro(B), 
co(A) = co(B) and WA L ws. (The order 1. here is the Bruhat-Chevalley order on 
E+.) For il = (11,. . . , A,) as above, we let WA be the longest element of the standard 
parabolic subgroup of 6, corresponding I where r = 111. 
2.2. Lemma. For any A,B E M(n,r), we have 
(a) A 5 B + A 5 B; 
(b) A 2 B H A + lZ,, 2 B + II,, for all 1 2 0; 
(c) if A = A0 + lZ, then 
e(‘W~,) = ~(‘+&(A,,,) + la(Ac,) + n , 
where C is the length function on symmetric groups. 
hoof. From the definition and the notation in (2.la), we have ZrocAj = Zro(B) and 
Zco(~) = L(B) if A 5 B. SO it &ices to prove that ZcO(~,w~ 5 Zco(~)wg if WA 5 WB. 
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Let L,(A) = (in ,. . .,i,), and Z,,(A)WA = (jr,. . .,j,). Then j, = i(,),, and j, > j, for 
s < t implies (S)WA > (t)w~ since it 5 . . . 5 i,. By [3, 1.31 we have /(WA) is the 
number of inversions in the sequence j,, . . . , j,., i.e., 
[(WA) = #{ci,,jt) I s < t,_i, > _A} 
Since /(WA) is also the number of inversions in the sequence ( l)wA,. . . ,(Y)w~, we see 
that i(,), > i(f)wA if and only if (S)WA > (t)wA where s < t. 
On the other hand, we have WA 5 ws if and only if (( l)ws,. . . , (T-)wg) is obtainable 
from ((l)w~, ,(T)wA) by a sequence of transpositions (i,j), where i < j and i 
occurs to the left of j in ((l)w~, . . . , (Y)wA) (see [13, p.1191). Therefore, we have 
((l)WA,..., (r)w.4) I ((l)V?,..~, (Y)wB). Consequently, L,(A)wA 5 Ico(s as required. 
The proof of the statement (b) is clear. 
To prove (c), let co(As) = (At,. . . ,A,). Then co(A) = (11 + I,. . . ,& + I) and 
f(Wco(A)) = 2 l-i + I ( 1 2 i=l 
=g ((“+y)+(“i’:-‘)) 
= 4Wco(A*+(l-,)I”)) + o(A0) + n(Z - 1). 
Now, the result follows by induction. Cl 
With 2.2(b) we may extend the order 5 on M(n) to G(n) by setting A 5 B if 
A+ZZ,~B+ZZ,ando(A+ZZ,)=o(B+ZZ,)wherel>OsuchthatA+lZ,,B+ZZ,~ 
M(n). 
The following result is analogous to [2, (4.3.3-4)] for their quantum linear groups. 
2.3 Lemma. (a) The coordinate algebra d[G,] is free as &-module with basis { YA 1 
A E k?(n)}, where Y, = X& if A = AO + ZZ, with A0 E M(n)o. 
(b) For any A E M(n,r), we have 
x, - P)YA E c &Ye, 
BEM(n,r),A<B 
for some integer d(A). 
Proof. Of course, we can prove the statements directly as in [2]. Here is another 
approach to the proof. When q = t2, we have the following “hyperbolic invariance” 
property ([lo]): the coordinate coalgebra of the standard quantum linear group G4 is 
isomorphic to that of the Dipper-Donkin’s quantum linear group via the map given in 
[lo, (2.2)]. So, by applying this linear isomorphism, we see that the results analogous 
to (1.1.4) and (4.3.2) in [2] hold. Thus, a similar argument to the proof of [2, (4.3.3)] 
proves our statements. Cl 
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Note that the multiplication by D, stabilizes the basis in (a), too. 
2.4. Theorem. There is a basis T = {Z” 1 A E k?(n)} for &‘[Gq] such that the buses 
fi and T are IC related bases. Moreover, if To denotes the image of the elements 
{T’, 1 A E M(n)o} in &‘[&I, then the same is true for the buses & and To. 
Proof. We first let A E M(n)0 with o(A) = r. By [5, 2.21 or [6, Section 41, there exist 
polynomials QA,B with QA,B E t-‘Z[t] if A + B and QB,B = 1 such that 
ZA = C OA,B~(B)-G, 
Eeh4fn.r) 
,45a 
where N(B) is an integer depending on B. 
We define, for each A E u(n) with A = As + lZ,, as before, 
Y;, = tNcAO)& o and Yi = Y~,D~. 
Clearly, by Lemma 2.3 the elements Yi (A E A?(n)) form a basis for d[G,], and if 
B = Bo + II,, with I > 0 then _& is a linear combination of Y& with C > B. Thus, by 
2.2(a) and 2.3(b), we may rewrite the previous expression for ZA as 
ZA = c QA,BYL 
BEM<Rr) 
A<‘? 
(2.4a) 
where QA,A = 1 and QA,B E &. By the remarks after Lemmas 1.2 and 2.3 we obtain 
the following stabilization property: 
Z AM,, = c QA,B$+,(~ 2 0). 
SO if we put QA+II.,B+u, = QA,B and let QA,B = 0 if A g B, then the polynomials 
QA,B are defined for all A,B E M(n,r) and r 2 0 with the property that QA,A = 1 and 
QA,B E d which is 0 unless A 5 B. Now, we extend the definition to ni(n) by setting 
for any A,B E a(n), 
QA,B = { ~+lr.~+N, if A + II,,, B + II, E M(n, r) for some I, r 2 0, 
otherwise. 
(2.4b) 
Thus, by the definitions of ZA and YL, we have for any A E k(n), 
ZA = C QA,B~;, (2.4~) 
For any r 2 0, let Qr = (QA,B)A,B~M(~,~) be the transition matrix from the basis ZA 
to the basis Yi for dq(n,r). We may assume from the previous disscussion and the 
stabilization property that Q? is unitriangular and Qr+n is of the form 
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Thus, Qr is a quasi-pomatrix with respect to the order I in the sense of [6, 1.21. 
By [6, 2.21, Qr can be written in a unique way as a product P,.T,. of an oo-pomatrix 
P, and a matrix T, with T, = T, where baring on a matrix means baring on entries 
via t = t-l. That is, both P, = (PA,B)A,B~M(~,~) and T, = (TA,B),Q~M(~,~) are upper 
unitriangular and P,Q E t-‘Z[t-‘1, T,Q = TAJ for all A, B E M(n,r) with A < B. 
Now. the uniqueness of such a decomposition and (2.4d) imply that P,,+ and T,,+,. are 
of the form 
respectively. Therefore, we have 
pA,B = pA,ll~~B,II~ and TA,B = TA+II,,,B+II, (2.4e) 
for any A,B E M(n) with a(A) = o(B) and I 2 0. This admits us to define PA,B and 
TA,J for all A,B E a(n) as given in (2.4b). Now, for any A E G(n), let 
TA = c TA,B~;, and put T = { TA; A E h?(n)}. 
A<B 
One sees easily from (2.4e) that TA+II, = TAD; for any I E 77, and the set T forms a 
basis for &[Gq]. Moreover, by (2.4~) we have 
ZA = c pA,BT& 
A<B 
In particular, the subbases (2~; A E M(n,r)} and {TA; A E M(n,r)} are IC related 
bases for &Jn,r) with respect to the order 5 by [6, 2.1,4.1]. We now extend this 
relation to the whole bases B and T. 
Let R, = prd’P,. = (RA,B),Q,=M(,,~). By (2.4e), we see that R,+,, is of the form 
(l i). Thus, we may similarly define RA,B for all A,B E G(n) as in (2.4b). Define r 
now a Z-linear involution - : d[G,] + d[Gq] by setting t= t-’ and 
FA = c RA,BTB. 
A<B 
Then, one checks easily that ZA = ZA and I = I, where rc is defined in 1.5 for 
2 = CA Z[T-‘ITA. Therefore, the set (2~; A E Q(n)} is the IC basis with respect to 
the standard basis T, the involution -, and the partial order 5. (Note that the uniqueness 
for ZA follows from the uniqueness of the matrix decomposition R, = P,‘P,. (see e.g. 
[6, 1.3]).) So the first statement is proven. 
To show the second statement, we first note that To does form a basis for &[&I. 
This can be easily proved by the fact TA+II, = TAD; (cf. the proof of [9, (5.1.1)]). 
Let p denote the natural projection from &[G4] to &[&I. Then I = ~(ZA,) and 
p( TA ) = p( T&) for any A E a(n). If we define a partial order I! on M(n)0 by setting 
A 4 B if o(A + II,) = cr(B + l’l,,) for some 1,l’ 2 0 and A + II,, _< B + I’I,,, and define 
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an involution on &[S,] by setting p( TA) = p(FA ), then our second statement can be 
proved similarly. 0 
2.5. Remark. (1) The construction of the basis T is somewhat artificial, based on the 
decomposition of quasi-pomatrices and the stabilization property between the basis fi 
and the analogous Dipper-Dot&in’s basis. The basis T is also stabilized under the 
multiplication by D,, and therefore, inherits the stablization property: 
ZA = cpA,BTB * zA+II, = ~PA,BTBdl E z). 
B B 
(2) Unlike the Bruhat-Chevalley order, the order < here we used is linear on M(n, r). 
So we do not know if PA,B is 0 when A I B but A $ B. It is likely (see [l, 4.61) that 
there is another partial order on M(n,r), say C, between 5 and 5, i.e., 
such that the analogue of (2.4a) (obtained by replacing I by L) holds. 
3. Comparison on bases fI and h 
3.1. Let X = Z” and e 1,. . . ,e, the standard basis of X. Let Y = Horn&Z) and 
ei,..., e; the dual basis of et,. . . , e,. We embed I = [ 1, n - l] into X by setting 
z=ei-ei+i andinto Y viaiHj’=ei-ej+i, and denote the obvious bilinear pairing 
Y x X + E (evaluation) by ( , ). Clearly, the matrix ((i’,j) ) is the Cat-tan matrix of 
type A,_l. 
As before, we let A be the quotient field Q(t) of ral. Following Drinfeld and Jimbo, 
we define the algebra U to be the A-algebra with generators 
Eip Fiy KY for all i E I, y E Y. 
and relations 
K,, = 1, KxKy = Kx+yr for all x, y E Y, 
KyEi = t(“,‘)EiKy, KyFi = t-(y,i)FiK,,, for all i E I, y E Y, 
EiFj - FjEi = 6, 
Ki - K-i 
t - t-1 
for all i, j E Z, 
and the quantum Serre’s relations. 
The algebra U is the quantized deformation of the universal enveloping algebra of 
gI, and contains the A-subalgebra U’ generated by 
Ei, Fi, KY for all i E I, y E Y’, 
where Y’ is the submodule of Y spanned by i’(i E I). Note that U’ is the quantum 
deformation of the universal enveloping algebra of al,, and both U and U’ are Hopf 
algebras. 
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A geomertic setting for U has been discovered in [l]. In this work, the q-Schur 
algebras yq(n,r) are defined in terms the geometry of the relative position of pairs 
of n-step filtrations in an r-dimensional vector space, and their canonical bases are 
constructed geometrically by using intersection cohomology. By using the geometry, 
certain structure constants for q-Schur algebras are calculated explicitly. A remarkable 
property of these structure constants is the stabilization as r increases by a multiple 
of n. This stabilization allows to define an algebra K (without 1) which has a basis 
{[A];A E A?(n)} and to construct the canonical basis of K, denoted by {A} for all 
A E a(n) in [I]. Thus, by [l, 5.41, the quantum group U may be identified as the 
subalgebra of the completion d of K spanned by 
A(A) = c 
@l +,..+dJ., [A + ~1, (3.la) 
DE.&) 
diagonal 
for all A E M(n) with 0 entries on diagonal, and 1 E Z”. (Note that the map sending 
Ei to Ei,i+l(O), Fi to Ei+i,i(O) and KY to O(y) gives the relevant isomorphism. Here, 
Eij denotes the matrix unit with 1 at (i,j)-entry and 0 elsewhere, and 0 denotes the 
zero matrix.) 
3.2. The algebra K can also be defined by the algebra U. Such a relationship gives 
rise to the so-called modified form U for any quantum group U defined by a Cartan 
datum (see [17, Ch. 231). 
If A’, A” E X, we set, following [17], 
;J_Jp = u c (KY - t(Y,A'))U + c U(K, _ t(Y,L”)  , 
YEY YEY 
and let 
We have, U(n) E+ U/(C,,, U(Ky - t(J’,“))) (see [17, p. 1891). We define U’ similarly 
by replacing Y and U by Y’ and U’, respectively. 
Both U and U’ are algebras (without 1) and the comultiplications of U and U’ 
induce a similar structure on U and U’, respectively. Now, by (3.la), one easily sees 
that, as an algebra, U N- K. 
Let 
x- = {n = (Al,..., A,) EX;A* I ?L2 I ... 5 A,} 
and 
For any 1 E X-, let (VA, 5~) be a simple (integrable) U-module with a given generating 
vector 52 such that FitA = 0, K,(A = t(J',')r~ for all i,y; for p E X+, let (n,,rP) be 
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a simple (integrable) U-module with a given generating vector qP such that Eiqr = 0, 
Kg, = &‘+)qp for all i, y. Clearly, we have U-module isomorphism /Ire g Vi,, where 
0 = (l,..., l)EX+nx- and IEZ. 
The tensor product VA @ nP is a U-module via the comultiplication. This gives a 
homomorphism CI = CI+, : U + VI, 8 A, sending u to a(u) = u . (5~ @I yip). Clearly, CI 
factors through U --+ U(p + 3L), and is surjective ([17, (23.3.6)]). Therefore, ct induces 
a surjective homomorphism oi = oii, : 0 + V, ~3 A,. Following [16, Section 4(i)], 
we define an antilinear involution Y : VA @ A, + Vi @ A, such that Y(m) = IX(U) if 
LX(U) = m where - : U + U fixing all Ei,Fi and ZZ, = K;‘,i= t-l. 
Let BI denote the canonical basis of V,J ([12, 2.1]), B; the canonical bases of /i, 
(see, e.g., [5, Section 31). Let 2 be the Z[t-‘I-submodule of VA @A, spanned by all 
b+ @ b- (b+ E Bt, b- E B;). Then the canonical basis of VA @ A, is the subset Blp 
of .Y characterized by the properties (i)-(iii) given in [16, Theorem I]. Equivalently, 
the bases B,Q, and {b+ @ b- 1 b+ E BT, b- E B; } are IC related with respect to some 
partial ordering described in [16] (cf. 1.5). 
Let fi be the canonical basis of U defined in [ 161. (With the identification U = K, 
h agrees with the basis ({A})AE~(nJ defined in [l] (see [ 11, 3.2]).) Then from the 
definition we see that & is the unique basis such that 
(3.2a) 
for all A E X- and p E X+. 
If 21 2 0,~~ > 0, then both VA and nP are polynomial representations, and hence are 
q-Schur algebra modules. Furthermore, if 111 = xi iii = r’ and ]p/ = ci pi = r”, then 
V2@_4, is an Yq(n,r’)@Yq(“,(n,r”)-module, hence an Y&n,r)-module where r = r’+r”. 
Thus, both maps a and oi factor through pr : Yq(n,r) + fi 69 Ap. 
The following result is due to Grojnowski [l 11. 
3.3. Lemma. Maintain the notation above. Let B(n,r) = (0~; A E M(n,r)} be the 
canonical basis of Yq(n,r), then j?r(B(n,r))\{O} = B,+ That is, we have 
(0~ .((A @ rlJ I A E Wn,r))\{O) = B,I,. 
It is known that the quantum coordinate algebras A[G,] and A[,!$] are certain duals 
of the quantized enveloping algebras U and U’ (see, e.g., [19, Appendix]). However, 
using the algebras U and U’, this construction can be made more explicit in nature (see 
[16, Section 12; 17, 29.51) where the canonical bases a and B’ (g’ is the canonical 
basis of U’) give rise to the canonical bases of the quantum coordinate algebras. More 
generally, we have for a general quantized enveloping algebra U associated to a Cartan 
matrix that the quantum coordinate algebra 0 is the vector space of all A-linear map 
f : 0 -+ A such that f vanishes on U[> A] for some 2 E X+, where 
U [> A] = {u E 0; ~1 2 ,?(p E X+) whenever u acts on nP non-trivially} (3.3a) 
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[17, 29.1.31. Thus, if fi is the canonical basis of 0 and, for each b E I& b* : 0 -+ A 
is the linear map defined by b*(u) = 6 b,a for all a E 8, then these dual basis elements 
form a basis for 0. We have also the following. 
3.4. Lemma. The category of Jinite dimensional lj-modules is isomorphic to the cat- 
egory of jinite dimensional CD-comodules. 
Proof. The proof is somewhat standard. Let us give an outline of the proof for com- 
pleteness. 
Let A4 be a o-module of dimension m with basis xi,. . . ,x,. Let fji E 0 * be defined 
by 
u .xi = C fji(u)xj, where u E 0. 
Then, by (3.3a) we see fii E 0 for all i,j and d(fji) = Ckfjk @ fki Since fji(UV) = 
Ck fjk(u)fh(u). This implies that the map r : A4 + A4 ~3 0 defined by setting 
defines an O-comodule MC. In this way, the map M H MC defines a functor, giving 
the required isomorphism. (The inverse fimctor can be defined as follows: if N is 
an O-comodule with comodule structure map 21, we define a UJ action by setting 
u . x = ( id,v @ (u, -))zi(x) for all u E 0, where (-, -) : fJ x 0 -+ A denotes the 
obvious bilinear pairing. Clearly, N is a d-module.) 0 
We are now ready to prove the following. 
3.5. Theorem. Let &* = {b*; b E h} be the dual basis of fi. Then fi = fi*. 
Proof. As seen above, fi* forms a basis for the quantum coordinate algebra A[G,] 
and B* is the union of the subset oi$(B,*,) for all 2 E X-,p E X+ where oit : 
(V). @ Ap)* -+ o* is the dual map of CL,+ on dual spaces and B$, is the dual basis of 
BJ,~ (see [16, Section 121). 
Let 
denote the corresponding comodule structure map (3.4) and 
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Then by (3.2a) one checkes easily that the set (2,; a E B,+} is a subset of a* (cf. the 
argument in [5, Section 51). Therefore, we have oi@TP) = {&;a E B,Q,} since the 
R.H.S. is the dual basis of {b E l&b. (51~3 qy) # 0). 
If Vi and A, are polynomial representations, i.e., 11 > 0 and p,, 2 0, with 111 = r’ 
and l,n] = r”, then by Lemma 3.3 we have 
d$(Bt) C{Z,4;A E M(n,r’ + r”)}. 
This is because the set {ZA;A E M(n,r)} is the dual basis of B(n,r) (3.3). So 
&z+,(B$,) C fi for all such A and p with AI, nL, 2 0. 
Suppose now that either 21 or p,, is less than 0. Let -I = min {nr,~~} and w = 
1) E X+. Then, VI 2 Vi+lo @ V+,,, A, 2 A,+,, @ /l-la, and VA @ nP E 
K;;: @ 4+rw) @ A-210 since A._.!, E V-1, and n-r, @n-i, 2 /i-xl0 . Thus, the 
comodule structure map ZQ above is given by the composition of the following maps: 
m-21w 
(VA+lo c3 Afl+ro) c9 A_210 - 
where z = z~+[~,~+z~, (23) : a ~3 b @I c @ d H a @ c @ b @ d, and m : zZ[Gq] ~3 &[Gg] + 
&‘[Gq] is the multiplication map. Therefore, we have 
This implies that 
since {Z, I a E B~+~o,b+~o} G fi as shown above. Consequently, we have a* C fi. 
The inclusion fi C a* is almost obvious by noting that the union of all oiTJB$) 
where 2 E X-,,u E X+ with ,I~,,u~ 2 0 and jil( + 1~1 = r is the set {ZA;A E M(n,r)} 
which is in B* since O~,Q, is the composition of the smjections 0 + Yq(n,r) and 
Br : -Z$(n,r) 4 Vn 63 A,, and both maps send a canonical basis element either to 0 or 
to a canonical basis element. We therefore obtain B* = fi. Cl 
We have the following easy consequence. 
3.6. Corollary. Let I$ be the canonical basis of 0’. Then the basis & for &[A’,] is 
the dual basis (l%‘)* of I!%‘. 
Proof. Let p be the smjective homomorphism from &‘[Gq] to &[&I. Then both V,J and 
A, become A[&]-comodules via p, and their tensor product VA @I A, has ( id @ p) o z+, 
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as its comodule structure map. Now, a similar discussion as above for I%’ shows that 
p@*) = (&I)*. However, we have already known p(g) = Be (3.2). So the result 
follows immediately from 3.5. 0 
3.7. Remark. In [17, 29.51, the basis B* and (B’)* are called the canonical bases of 
the quantum coordinate algebras &‘[Gq] and &‘[&I respectively. Results 3.5 and 3.6 
give actually a new and direct construction for B* and $)*, respectively. 
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